downeast dealer
3-5 PLAYERS, AGES 8-108

30-45 MIN GAME TIME

OVERVIEW

GOAL: Collect sets of classified items to earn stars. The player with the most impressive collection – determined by
the most stars – at the end of the game wins.

The player with the best collection –
determined by the most stars – wins.

SCORING: A player’s final score is determined by the total star value of each complete set of classified items owned,
multiplied by the number of complete sets owned. For example, if a player owns a set of four trophies and a set of

Players start with:
Bad Check x2

four traps at the end of the game, the player will score 100 stars for the set of trophies, plus 50 stars for the set of
traps. With two sets, the player’s final score is (100+50)x 2 = 300 stars.

$10 x4
$50 x1

SETUP: Each player starts with one $50 card, four $10 cards, and two bad checks. Each player may hold these
cards in their hand. Generally, players don’t want to reveal their cash cards to others. Place one $50, $100, $200, and

Decide if you’d like to play with the

$500 card for each player to the side. Players won’t take them until treasure is discovered. Additional cash or check

Thief (advanced).

cards may be discarded for the remainder of the game.

Shuffle the classified deck (with or

Shuffle the Classified Deck well and place the cards in that deck face down in a stack between all players.

without Thieves) and place face
down in the middle of the table.

GAMEPLAY: The game begins when the boldest player turns over the first classified item for sale. The player who
turns over the card is the auctioneer of this item. The remaining players are free to bid on the item (Note: The

When it’s your turn, run an auction

auctioneer is not allowed to make bids). As the auctioneer hears bids, the auctioneer may close the auction by

or Downeast Deal.

identifying the high bid and declaring “Going once, going twice, going three times, sold!” If no higher bids are made
before the auctioneer declares “sold!”, the auction is closed.

The Auctioneer ends the auction
when there are no higher bids.

Once the auction is closed the auctioneer may do one of the following:

The Auctioneer may choose to take

The auctioneer may sell the classified item to the high bidder. The bidder hands cash to the auctioneer, and the

the Classified Item and pay the

bidder receives the classified item. Place the item face up in front of the bidder.

highest bidder.
The auctioneer may elect to purchase the classified item. To do so, the auctioneer hands the cash value of the
Change is not made when buying

high bid to the highest bidder and takes the item, placing it face up in front of him or her.

an item.
After the auction is closed and the item claimed, the following turn is taken by the next player in clockwise order.
A player may Downeast Deal on
their turn when another player has a

DOWNEAST DEALS: Any player may choose to Downeast Deal on his or her turn instead of running an auction.

matching classified item.

A player may only Downeast Deal if they own the same classified item as an opponent.

Players might bluff!

To start a Downeast Deal, place a classified item directly in front of the other player’s matching item. Then, the player
who started the Downeast Deal places an amount of cash, face down, directly in front of the other player.
The player who has been challenged to a Downeast Deal now has a choice: he or she may surrender the classified
item to the challenging player and take the cash, or he or she may answer the Downeast Deal. To do so, the player
places an amount of cash, face down, in front of the player who initiated the challenge.
The two players in the Deal pick up the cash placed in front of them. Each player keeps the cash picked up, but only
the player who put down more cash keeps the items. If the amount of cash offered in the deal is equal, the players
involved repeat the process until the classified items are won.
Beware of bad checks! A player may make a shady Downeast Deal by offering only bad checks for the classified item
– or a bad check with a small amount of cash.

A Downeast Deal can only be done for an equal number of classified items. If one player owns a single item while the
other player owns three, the deal will be a one-for-one deal. If, on the other hand, both players own two classified
items, the Downeast Deal must be a two-for-two deal.
TREASURE CHEST CARDS: In the event a player runs an auction and turns over a treasure chest, all players in the
game receive new cash. The first treasure chest revealed awards everyone one $50 card, the second a $100 card, the
Treasure Chest cards bring more

third a $200 card, and the fourth a $500 card.

money into the game – but are
auctioned off just like any other

THE THIEF: If a player turns over a Thief card when running an auction, players will bid to keep the Thief away. Thief

Classified Item.

cards are auctioned a little differently than the rest of the items. Rather than bid to keep a valued item, players bid to
keep the Thief away. Here’s how it’s done:
Ross runs an auction on his turn. He turns over the Thief card. Livy, who is the next player in clockwise order, places
an amount of cash face down on the table. This is her bid to keep the Thief away. Lucy, the next player in clockwise

Players make secret bids to keep the

order also puts down an amount of cash face down. Finally Ross places his cash bid face down. Once all bids are

Thief away.

down, players reveal their bids. Lucy made the lowest cash bid, so she must take the Thief card – but she also takes
all of the cash bids on the table.
In the event of a tie to keep away the thief, only the players with the lowest bids make another bid, cash face-down,
to keep the thief away. The player who makes the lowest bid among the tiebreakers takes the thief cards, along with
all of the cash.
Downeast Deals of the Thief cards are also a little different. One player holding a Thief card may challenge another
player holding a thief card to a Downeast Deal, just as with the other classified items. The player who puts down the
smallest amount of cash must take all of the Thief cards – but he or she keeps all of the cash, too.
Whoever holds a complete set of Thief cards at the end of the game loses one set of items (typically the lowest

The game does not end until all sets

scoring set).

are complete.
CONTINUING PLAY AND ENDING THE GAME: Play continues in clockwise order until all of the classified item
Players Downeast Deal to complete

cards have been auctioned. Once all classified items have been auctioned, play continues through Downeast Deals

the sets when there are no Classified

until all incomplete sets are completed. The game is not finished until all sets have been completed through

Items left to be auctioned.

Downeast Dealing.

Once all sets are complete, cash

SHORT PLAY: For a shorter game, remove two complete sets of classified items and/or the Thief.

doesn’t help a player win.
A FEW PECULIARITIES AND TIPS: Change is never made in Downeast Dealer. If a player places a winning auction
bid of $80 for an item, but only has a single $100 card in his or her hand (as opposed to one $50 and three $10
cards) the player must pay the full $100. Be aware of what cash you are holding!
When you initiate a Downeast Deal, you may place your cash down however you want – make it a tight stack, or fan
it out face down across the table. Your opponent’s ability to count the cash cards in front of them (or not) might
influence how he or she responds. As soon as a player touches a pile of cash, they accept the Downeast Deal and
surrender the classified item.
For more information, visit:
downeastdealer.com

Beware of bad checks! Any time a player initiates a Downeast Deal, they might pay with only bad checks.

Find us on Facebook at:

Don’t reveal the cash exchanged in a Downeast Deal to other players who are not involved in the deal. Keeping track

facebook.com/downeastdealer

of cash moving around the table is a good way to gain an advantage in the game. Don’t give your opponents extra

and on Twitter at: @downeastdealer

information by declaring how much cash was received in a deal.

For questions, please email:

Cash doesn’t earn a player any points at the end of the game. Holding cash throughout the game is important in

downeastdealer@gmail.com

order to bid or deal for items, but it doesn’t do you any good when the game is over!

